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ABSTRACT

Alpha-beta pruning is an adversarial search algorithm that uses tree pruning to improve the minimax search of data tree structures. This method of searching allows two opponents to each attempt to get the best result when analyzing a search tree. Some of the best examples of this approach are modern chess engines, which use Alpha-beta as the primary method to calculate their moves. Throughout this paper we discuss the steps of the Alpha-beta pruning and how it is implemented in chess engines. In particular we analyze how the 60 year old Alpha-Beta method has been refined been improved and optimized to better utilize current hardware.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the creation of computers, people have used the game of chess as a means to test the power and ability of these machines. Each chess game has an estimated $10^{120}$ potential moves [11]. To put this number into perspective; if every atom of the universe calculated one possible move every nanosecond since the big bang, we would be more then 10 orders of magnitude short of looking at all possible moves in chess. Therefore, with current technology we cannot explore every possible option to find the best move, so search algorithms are used to automate and optimize the process. These algorithms and the code they use are known as chess engines.

The technique used since nearly the beginning of autonomous chess engines is the Alpha-Beta Search Algorithm [6]. Alpha-Beta allows computers to exhaustively search all potential options for moves and choose the best one. It is currently the most efficient method of doing so.

This paper contains several sections:
Section 1 is an overview of the history of chess engines and how they have been developed to make decisions.
Section 2, Implementing Alpha-Beta, describes the algorithm used to make decisions as quickly and effectively as possible, and the different parts necessary for it to work.
Section 3, Implementing Alpha-Beta in Chess Engines, discusses implementing the algorithm into chess engines and enhancements that can be used to make it more efficient.

Section 4, Hidden Parts of Chess, examines the application of Alpha-Beta Pruning in specific stages of a chess game.

1.1 History and Today

1912 marked the creation of the first chess device, which could automatically play a partial game - a king and rook endgame against king from any position, without any human intervention. In the 1950's, Alan Turing published a complete program capable of playing chess. In 1956 John McCarthy is credited with inventing the Alpha-Beta Search Algorithm. In 1957 the first programs were widely released and in 1961 the first program that is capable of credible play is created using the Alpha-Beta Algorithm as its base [6].

In 1997 the supercomputer Deep Blue beat the world-champion, Gary Kasparov, in an official tournament setting. This was the first time that the world champion was defeated by a computer.

Modern chess software and hardware leaves Deep Blue in the dust. On an average computer, any top consumer chess engine could defeat Deep Blue today. This is due to improvements in hardware, better implementation of software, including Alpha-Beta, and its use.

1.2 How Chess Engines Think

How is it possible to make a computer that can play chess? There are several potential ways.

One approach is combining analysis, strategy and tactics to determine the next move. This mimics the way humans play in theory, this approach would produce chess player that, with constant advancement, would become the greatest player in the world. In practice the weakness of this approach is a lack of ability to program the complex combinations that humans perform intuitively.

A second option is to look through every possible move, using brute force computing power to calculate the entire game. We showed earlier that there is no way to do this with current technology [11].

A third option is to look forward a limited number of moves and evaluate positions, choosing the move that is most likely to result in a win. This option avoids the problems inherent in the previous options and is the option that is taken. This is what the Alpha-Beta algorithm is used to do.

In the following section, we look at how Alpha-Beta works and methods that can be used to both improve and speed up the searches.
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the node into the following function example:

\[ V = c_1 f_1 + c_2 f_2 + \ldots + c_n f_n \]

With the node value \( V \) being the sum of evaluations of different features of the game \( c_n \) multiplied by some function giving it weight \( f_n \). For chess engines features include things such as remaining pieces, position of pawns, and captureable pieces among others. This polynomial is what we use to fill our nodes and evaluate with the search algorithm [4].

2. **ALPHA-BETA**

2.1 **Tree Structure**

We will use a search tree to look at the board and evaluate specific board states. Our search algorithm will look at this data structure and encode the potential nodes into the tree. Each connecting branch represents a legal move that can be made from one game state to another. Each node can have as many children, or branching nodes, as there are legal moves with, with the single root node representing the beginning of the game [8].

The specific type of search tree in use is the adversarial search tree. We can use an adversarial tree because chess is a two-player, zero-sum, perfect information game. Zero-sum means that any loss to one player is advantage to the other and perfect information means that nothing is hidden or left to chance [9].

A search tree has two defining parts; the branching factor and the depth. The branching factor is the number of possible options that can be taken from a node. The depth is the number of moves that will be made in a specific line.

For example the game of chess has 20 possible opening moves, or child nodes. The next player also has 20 possible moves, making 20 the branching factor. Therefore, after each player has moved once there are 400 potential game states, or nodes. The result of this for the tree is a root node that has 20 child nodes which, in turn, each have 20 child nodes. This means that with a depth of 2 the branching factor of 20 at each stage will leave us with 400 possible nodes.

The nodes in the tree are evaluated according to a linear scoring polynomial. This is what Alpha-Beta will use to find its choice of move. The polynomial puts the value of the node into the following function example:

\[ V = c_1 f_1 + c_2 f_2 + \ldots + c_n f_n \]

We need a method to search the tree of game states. That is our search algorithm Minimax. The Minimax algorithm is a decision rule used to minimize the loss for the worst possible case [3]. It returns the branch choice with the highest guaranteed value, without knowing the moves of the other players. Minimax takes node values of a certain depth to evaluate a path to take. There are two types of decisions that alternate, a maximum player and minimum player. Each will choose the best end result for themselves at every choice [8].

Minimax is a bottom up algorithm, the search begins evaluating at the bottom of the tree and works its way back to the root node for the result [6].

The nodes are each given a value for their position with higher being better for the current player. The value that they are given represents the position evaluated to represent the strength of each position for the player. Higher numbers indicate better position.

Minimax must search through the entire tree in order to work, or the entire tree up to a certain depth. In order to find the best move the whole tree must be searched, there are no shortcuts with this method.

The “maximin” value the algorithm is named for is the value the current player can be sure to get without knowing the actions of the other players. Each node of our adversarial search tree has a value that corresponds to the current player. The result of this is that the player choosing will always choose the branch that can force the highest minimum value.

Minimax has a search time of \( O(b^m) \) which is the sum of all levels of the search tree, \( b^0 + b^1 + b^2 + \ldots + b^m \), \( b \) equaling the maximum branching factor of the search tree and \( m \) is the maximum depth of the tree.

Figure 1 shows us a tree that we can use to demonstrate the decision process that the engine would take with a search depth and branching factor of 2. Each player is attempting to get the best result for themselves. This means that the Max player will always choose the higher number and the Min player will always choose the lower number.

The algorithm starts at the root (green) node and goes down the left branch. It goes to the bottom and compares bottom (red) layers the 2 and the 8. Since the blue layer is a Min player they choose the lower number the 2. Next the tree goes down the right branch and compares the bottom (red) nodes the 1 and the 9. Since it is a Min player again it chooses the lower, the 1. Now the root (green) node chooses between the 2 blue nodes which currently have 2 and 1. The blue node is the Max player and so wants a higher number, choosing the 2. This is the final calculation and results in choosing the left branch.

This example is good at showing the basics but the system becomes much more complicated as you add layers. Going up to a depth of 3 will allow both players to make decisions effecting the game tree. This is where the Min and Max values come into play more. Each decision will be based on choosing the tree that has the guaranteed highest minimum. This is a result of each player wanting different results, and needing to force as good a result for the choosing player as possible.

The original Minimax algorithm, when first conceived, was based on exact values from game-terminal positions, or finding the fastest way to win the game. Later methods used by chess engines would focus on the heuristic analysis.
of position and given the large search space, a more realistic method of playing the game [6].

2.3 Alpha-Beta

Alpha-Beta is an improvement over naive Minimax. It eliminates, or prunes, branches that are guaranteed to be worse than what has already been considered.

The name of Alpha-Beta comes from the two variables in the algorithm [6]. These are the same basic ideas as the Max and Min from the Minimax algorithm with one being the best guaranteed option for the alpha player in the current branch and the other the best guaranteed option for the beta player in the current branch. The two values begin at $-\infty$ for alpha and $\infty$ for beta. This is used in order to guarantee that each value will be replaced. The function uses these in the same way with one exception, storing them to be used for pruning.

In the algorithm Alpha is used to show the best value that the Max or alpha player currently can force along the current branch. Beta is used to show the best value that the Min or beta player can force along the current branch.

Each node keeps its alpha and beta value that it has found along the branch and when it reaches a branch that guarantees it can’t beat it, prunes the remaining nodes, saving valuable calculation time. This allows more searching of a more promising subtree in the same time.

We can use Figure 2 to see a simple example of Alpha-Beta pruning with the result, keeping the same search depth of 2 as the Minimax example.

Evaluating the tree begins the same as Minimax, from left to right. This also uses that adversarial search tree with Min and Max players. Searching through the left tree will yield 2 as the Min value by default as the first node to be evaluated setting the beta value to 2. Next we encounter 7 and, while it is better then 2, we know that the next player will choose the best move and so choose the 2 node making it irrelevant. Brining the 2 back up to the root node sets sets alpha to 2 as it is the best option so far. Going down to 1 as the first choice in the second branch sets this branches beta to 1 since it is the lowest option it has seen so far. The program then can cut off all remaining analysis of the branch as it knows that the beta is less then the alpha or $1 < 2$, making it unnecessary calculation time to look at the remaining nodes in the branch. This pruning is what makes Alpha-Beta an improvement over Minimax.

This simple example is good at showing how the system works but doesn’t truly show what it has the ability to do. Figure 3 shows this better with entire branches of nodes being cut off. Alpha-Beta will not just trim single nodes but entire branches without needing to even generate the positions. In exhaustive search methods this is extremely useful.

Modern chess engines will go to a depth of up to 35 making trimming even more valuable then the examples. For example, with 288 billion different possible positions after four moves each, we can see that being able to trim off billions of calculations is extremely advantageous. By the time a depth of 35 is reached it is impossible to evaluate the entire tree directly [11].

This ability to cut off unnecessary calculation speeds up the process by an average of 25% per level. Alpha-beta pruning has a worst case search space of $O(b^n)$ with a best case time of $O(\sqrt{b^n})$ [6].

![Figure 2: An Alpha-beta pruned simple tree](image)

2.4 Enhancements

Given a proper evaluation function it seems that a chess engine should have the ability to play a perfect game. The trouble arises when we look at the number of moves, and by extension, decisions needed to be made.

We looked at how the tree is put together and say that there are 400 different positions after each player makes one move apiece. The faster tree traversals, with the fewer nodes visited and generated allows us to reach higher depths.

The first of the enhancements is to limit the search space. The first chess engine to beat the world champion, Deep Blue, had a depth of 6-12 on average. A engine on modern hardware will typically be limited to around a depth of 35 [11].

The next is the method called iterative deepening. This is a search method for trees that can be used on any search tree data-structure. It is a time-management strategy that is good for depth-first searches such as Minimax. This is similar to limiting the search space as in iterative deepening the program will first evaluate one node, then all at level 2, followed by level 3 and so on. This will guarantee a move by the end of allotted time as, even if the full search is not completed, it can return the most recent best result. This is used in the time sensitive tournament settings with limited calculation time per move [4].

Combining iterative deepening with Alpha-Beta, eliminating bad branches explores deeply only the good nodes. There can be problems with this, of course, where seemingly bad options can result in a better choice in the long run. Only deeper searches can fix this problem.

The last part to understand is that there is uneven tree development. Plenty of branches will end sooner then others through the chess game completing. This makes the search time even less as it will trim more of the tree so only unfinished, promising branches will need to be explored even close to all of the way [4].

2.5 New pruning techniques

In Tree pruning for new search techniques in computer games K. Greer looks at other methods for searching the best move. The method proposed in the paper evaluates and proposes different search techniques to evaluate a position and choose the best move.

The first method, The Chessmaps Heuristic, uses neural
3. ALPHA-BETA IN CHESS ENGINES

Now that we know how the algorithm works we must see how it is implemented in the actual engine.

3.1 Board Representation

Computers cannot look at a chess board the same way that humans do. Where we see the chess board the computer must be able to read and analyze each of the pieces and as separate objects. First we must put the board in a format that the computer can understand. This can be done using lists, arrays, or similar sets of data. It should be noted that the way a program stores and accesses this information can greatly impact its performance as millions upon millions of moves are being processed and by extension data-structures being accessed. The pieces are placed in one of two ways, piece-centric and board-centric. Piece representation is done by storing the remaining pieces (the ones not captured at this point of the game) on the board in the data structure. One method of storing is with a bitboard approach, with one 64-bit word for each piece type, with bits to associate their occupancy, or board position. The other method, board-centric is done by looking at each square and determining what is there, empty or full of what piece, and storing it in a similar fashion as piece-centric [10].

3.2 4-Bit Piece Coding

In An Alternative Efficient Chessboard Representation Based On 4-Bit Piece Coding the author V. Vuckovik shows a new method of compact chessboard representation. This is based on bitboards as opposed to arrays of data. The proposal this paper makes is to encode the board in a more efficient format with each square needing 4 bits instead of 8 [10].

Bitboards are the chessboard representation based on the idea that a chessboard has 64 squares that is exactly the capacity of one long integer. One 64-bit register is able to represent the Boolean condition for each square of the chessboard, whether or not it is occupied. Since each bit in a bitboard indicates the absence or presence of some state about each place on the board, a board position can then be represented using a series of bitboards.

Bitboards have some flaws that limit their performance in certain conditions. They are substantially slower on 32-bit machines than on 64-bit. This limitation is impossible to overcome because the bitboards require compact 64-bit CPU registers to operate with maximal efficiency. This paper proposes a better method of encoding that will allow a computer to get rid of this problem.

Between the 6 types of pieces, both colors, and the empty square there are 13 different entities to represent. We need 4 bits to represent them, we can assume that this is the minimal uncompressed form of square coding. There are 64 squares on chessboard, so we need 32 bytes to define it completely. 4 bits * 64 squares gives us the 32 bytes for the board.

In tests this method of encoding was used to create the Achilles engine which was tested against 3 others: Fruit 21, Shredder 9 UCI, and Aristarch 4.50. It out performed them all with a high rate of victory, with at least a 67 percent win rate. These games were played usually with 15 minutes of time per player. Tests against chess grandmasters were also done with similar results. The time in these tests is less then normal tournament conditions, this is mainly done to show the speed of the engines is noticeable even with less time to work from. It is estimated that longer games would improve results even more.

Coding in this way is efficient and this method of storage can be easily converted to 64-Bit classic bitboards. There is...
therefore no disadvantage in adding this method of encoding to a chess engine as it can easily be used by both 32 and 64 bit systems.

3.3 Evaluating Position

Once the computer has the ability to represent the board the next stage is evaluating the position. Each node that is evaluated through Alpha-Beta is ranked through this function. Remember though that each evaluation the algorithm computes is not the current state but upcoming states of the game. In the same vein as the representation the method used to store and read will greatly effect the time spent on analysis. In subsection 4.1 we went over the formula used for it, but what are examples of variables that will go into the formula?

The first thing looked at and most important is obviously if the game has been won, if the king has been checkmated. The next, and more important for looking at the Alpha-Beta algorithm, is how many pieces remain and their values. Each piece has a defined worth and having more pieces, or points, will almost always result in a win if two players are equal. Once that has been tallied there are as many other methods as the programmer desires. Common additions are: pawn structure, ability to castle, development of pieces (their locations), and King safety. It’s important to note that there are many others that are included with more or less value for each chess engine [6].

These evaluations are what Alpha-Beta uses to search with, what number is put into the nodes. Figure 1 has only 4 nodes, with the engine seeing those as 4 values that represent the board state after 2 moves. The engine will then use those values to move according the the algorithm as discussed before.

The main danger in other methods, such as the neural networks and the dynamic move sequences mentioned earlier, is the loss in evaluation quality because of the reduction in the search space. The potential for these methods seems to lie in potential new options for searching a game tree.

3.4 Search Depth

One of the largest reasons that chess engines are improving over time is increased computing power. This allows Alpha-Beta to search more deeply which in turn increases its playing ability [2]. According to Ferreria we can see the increase in depth and playing ability in action.

There is a significant difference in ability even at 1 deeper depth search. Figure 5 shows a search depth of 13 versus depths of 6-20. The winning percentage is displayed for 200 games in the Figure.

Ferreria’s research in the paper The Impact of Search depth on Chess Playing Strength is the first demonstration of the specific ratings compared to depth. The purpose of this paper being find the increase in ability that each move provides. Played on the Houdini Chess Engine this was affected by both the software and hardware available.

This paper found that the ELO difference between each level was approximately 86.5 points. [2] The Elo rating system is a method for calculating the relative skill levels of players. It is named after the inventor Arpad Elo. In chess ratings a rating above 2300 are usually associated with the Master title and a rating above 2500 being a Grandmaster. It should be noted that rating alone is not how one acquires these titles. 5 Grandmasters have gone above the rating of 2800. Current computers compete around the level of 3300. These numbers should help to give an estimate for how much improvement 86.5 elo points is.

As software and technology improves there may be changes in the specific numbers found here. Even using different ones currently could give different results. Even accounting for these changes the basic premise that a engine improves with search depth should remain the same [2].

4. HIDDEN PARTS OF CHESS

There are many things about a position a computer can read and evaluate. With perfect play these are harder and harder to achieve. Features like tempo (in chess meaning gaining a extra move), mobility of pieces, control of the center, and the value of these verses the more standard and easily quantifiable parts of chess that are difficult to put into an algorithm.

When making a proper evaluation function these become increasingly important the stronger a computer is. For example: is it worth sacrificing a pawn to gain 3 tempos? How much should king safety matter? These things must be accounted for in some way as they are what can make the difference. Traps and Gambits are both things that computers have struggled with for a long time as the standard evaluation methods do not work. Traps are setting up a obvious move that should result in a better position but long term will often be a mistake for the player that falls into it. Gambits are trading one obvious advantage for another possible advantage, for example in chess trading a bishop for a attack on the king. If we want Alpha-Beta to work to its fullest then they must be accounted for [4].

4.1 Parts of the Game

The next component that is not apparent on the surface is how to deal with different parts of the chess game. There are classically 3 separate sections of the game: the opening, the middle-game, and the end-game.

The Opening is a prepared set of moves that is “from book” meaning that it has been played and studied before. Most openings are only a few moves, though some can go up to 10 moves for each player. The middle game is what takes place as soon as the “book” moves are no longer in action, when new options are taken that have not been played before. Lastly the end-game is where few pieces are left. Exactly when the middle-game transitions to the end-game can differ according to who is analyzing. Common methods of determining this is when there is 13 or less points on
the board (the value of the remaining pieces) or less than 5 pieces that are not the pawns or King.

Each of these sections of the game gives power to different pieces and positions. The best evaluation functions can take advantage of these differences to adjust their play accordingly.

4.2 Opening books

In the hundreds of years of the existence of chess, many different ways of playing the game have been tried. [4] The beginning moves of the game, the opening, has resulted in the creation of many strategies and styles of game. In order to limit the search space at the beginning of the game, most modern chess engines will use a book of openings to play up to the point where it leaves standard ideas [1].

This does a few helpful things. It allows for different play. If you gave the computer a static state and told it to search through the options, the result would always, barring changes to the algorithm, return the same move. The programs can be enhanced with a certain degree of randomness, for example changing what openings are used and keeping things fresh. Without an element of randomness at the beginning only one game would every be played over and over with two unchanging computers.

4.3 Middle Game

The true power of Alpha-Beta comes into play in the middle game of chess. People have been trying to solve chess from both ends of the game for years but the middle game remains that part that is most elusive. With the exhaustive use of Alpha-Beta we can see the best we have ever been able to into how it should be played. There are no special tricks for this part that haven’t already been mentioned. Only raw computing power can really improve this dramatically.

4.4 Endgame tables

One weakness of Chess engines has historically been endgames. When there is little change over a huge number of moves the Alpha-Beta function does not do well as nearly all of the positions are evaluated to the same value. The answer to this has been to use a massive amount of time and computing power to analyze every possible set of moves for a select number of pieces.

Chess has not been solved but there is progress of a sort. Going backwards from checkmate with few pieces limits your search space to the point where we can still calculate every possibility and solve the best move for each case. This has been done, at the current date, up to every combination of 6 pieces. Some 7 pieces have been solved as well [5].

New research by Haworth and Rusz has been looking into improving endgame by analyzing positions in order to realize if there are winning positions. This is mainly done by finding time wasting moves and eliminating them. By not moving the same pieces back and forth the endgame simplifies and is easier to search with Alpha-Beta [5].

The problem with endgame tables is their storage space. The number of moves stored for each option will exponentially increase with more pieces. 5-piece end-games take 7.05 GB of hard disk space for all five-piece endings. Storing all the six-piece endings requires approximately 1.2 TB. It is estimated that all of the seven-piece end-game table-bases will require between 50 and 200 TB of storage space. Similar to the reason that chess can’t be solved from the front end, there is only so far we can go from the other side before space constraints are met [7].

5. CONCLUSION

The Alpha-Beta Pruning Algorithm has been extremely successful in improving that ability of chess playing engines through its optimality. Used in the chess engine Alpha-Beta has been advancing the ability of programs for the last 60 years [4].

The applications of the algorithm can be expanded very easily to any zero-sum game and used to solve what otherwise would still be guessed. Until computers have the processing power to solve chess entirely, Alpha-Beta will be the top method for playing the game of chess. There can, and have been, advancements in recent years through additions and enhancements to the algorithm as well as better utilization of current and improved hardware.
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